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Abstract:
This article studies the degree of the wind load dynamic component influence on the bearing
capacity of the hinged ventilated facade systems (HFS) of a high-rise building. The research model is a
reinforced concrete building with a HFS with variable number of storeys and with constant dimensions
and identical floor plans over the entire height. As a design of the HFS, a scheme based on the Tprofile with a step of brackets of 600 mm vertically and a pitch of guide racks of 500 mm horizontally is
adopted. The number of storeys is taken as a variable parameter of the research model. The following
tasks were solved in the work: determination of the natural frequencies of the HFS as a multi-span
beam; determination of natural vibration frequencies of the facade systems together with a reinforced
concrete building, determination of dynamic factors, and comparison of the obtained values. As a result
of the work, it was shown that when determining the bearing capacity of the HFS of a high rise building,
it is impossible to consider the facade system as a separate structure from the building. A methodology
for modal analysis is proposed, which allows determining refined values of the natural frequencies of a
substructure vibration and dynamic factor.

1 Introduction
The use of hinged ventilated facade systems (HFS) began a long time ago, including in Russia,
about 15 years ago. This technology is being developed and improved. HFS are suitable not only for
new construction, but also for reconstruction. HFS have a number of advantages compared to
conventional external walls, due to their light weight, excellent thermal insulation [1], [2], durability,
aesthetic shape, and fast enough structural supporting (fixing) [3]. The market, types of facade systems
were studied by many experts, considering the advantages and disadvantages, types of facade
systems, types of fixing, as well as comparing HFS with render systems [4], [5].
The bearing capacity of the elements of the facade system is one of the main characteristics of
research. In [6], [7], we previously conducted researches on the bearing capacity, with consideration of
methods for calculating thin-walled structures.
The load that has the greatest impact on the stress-strain state of the facade system is wind [8],
[9]. The study, as well as analysis and addition to the existing SP 20.13330.2016 “Loads and impacts”
(Russian codes) are given in [10],[11] where comparative analysis of Russian codes and others for the
purpose wind load on facade systems is represented. The work [12] was also taken into account, and
in particular, the hypothesis about the calculation of a structure composed of thin-walled open-profile
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rods using seven nodal unknowns. After calculating the multi-span beam according to two limiting
states, the author of the article determines the most unfavourable effect of the wind load, and gives
recommendations on the maximum permissible deformations of the facade system.
The impact of the wind load is a topic for discussion, as well as study, especially for high rise
buildings [13], as well as its effect on the bearing capacity [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].
Heat conducting and numerical simulation of ventilated facades climate are presented in [19].
The goal of this research: to determine the degree of influence of the wind load dynamic
component on the load bearing capacity of the hinged facade system of high-rise buildings.

2 Test Methods
As a research model, we consider a reinforced concrete building of variable number of storeys
(floor height is 3m) with constant dimensions (figure 1) and identical floor plans over the building height.
As a variable parameter, we take the number of storeys.

Figure 1 – Floor plan of the considered building

Building dimensions: 18х12 (m); column cross-section: 500х500 (mm); slab thickness: 300 mm; floor
height: 3 m; concrete grade: В25 (Russian codes). The finite element model of the frame is represented
on figure 2.

Figure 2 – Fragment of 3D design scheme (monolithic reinforced concrete part)
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Next, we add to the existing design scheme a brick wall structure that is hingely supported to the
slabs and columns of each floor around the perimeter (figure 3).

Figure 3 – Fragment of the general design scheme with the enclosing brick wall

As a substructure of a HFS, we take a scheme based on a T-profile with a space between
supporting brackets of 600 mm vertically and a space between guide beams of 500 mm horizontally
(figure 4). To support the HFS to the brick wall, there was designed a 380 mm thick hollow brick wall.

Figure 4 – The design scheme of substructures

The weight of the HFS structure is the sum of the weights of the guide beam, support bracket and
extension beam (1.58 kg/m) and fiber cement facade panels (15.6 kg/m2).
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A fragment of the resulting design scheme is represented on figure 5.

Figure 5 – Fixing the facade system to the wall and slab

Next, for the calculation scheme, we will make a modal analysis and determine the first few
natural frequencies of vibrations.

3 Calculations results and their analysis
The modal analysis of the HFC together with the monolithic frame and brick walls gave the
following results of natural frequencies (table 1):
Table 1 – Natural frequency values, Hz

Natural
mode
number
i

The value of the natural frequency fi with
the number of storeys
25

50

1

3.216*

1.113*

2

3.752

2.513*

3

4.374

4.119

*values of natural frequencies that are less than the limiting frequency

Calculation of the normative value of wind load pulsation component wp at the equivalent height
ze depends on the values of the natural frequencies fi, Hz and their ratio with the limiting value of the
natural frequency flim, Hz.
Next, to assess the significance of the results, we determine the limiting values of the natural
frequencies.
Limiting natural frequency value flim, Hz, should be determined with using limiting period Tg,lim:
f lim 

( w0 k ( z e ) f )1 / 2

,

(1)

940Tg ,lim

where Tg,lim = 0.0077 – according SP 20.13330.2016 (Russian codes) from the logarithmic decrement
δ, which was adopted 0.15 in the paper; k(zэк) is coefficient taking into account the change in wind
pressure for a height ze, which for buildings and structures is equal to 0.8h, h – is the height of the
building.
The coefficient k (ze) for heights ze ≤ 300 m is determined by the formula
k ( ze )  k10 (

ze 2
) ,
10

(2)

where ze is the equivalent height; k10 = 1.0 и α = 0.15 are determined by the table 11.3 SP 16.13330
(Russian codes) depending on the type of locality; γf is the load safety factor of 1,4.
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Thus, the limiting values of the natural frequency are presented in table 2.
Table 2 – The limiting values of the frequency of natural vibrations

Number of
storeys

Height of
building h, m

Equivalent
height he, m

k(ze)

The limiting values of
the frequency flim, Hz

25

75

60

1.601

3.583

50

150

120

1.971

3.975

The calculation of the limiting value of the natural frequency flim given in table 2 was carried out
according to the last re-release of SP 20.3330.2016 (2018, March). In an earlier version of the SP
20.3330.2016, flim was determined according the table depending on the decrement and wind region
(for the calculation flim = 3.4 Hz).
If the natural frequencies of the enclosing elements (their load-bearing structures and their
fixing elements) are less than their limiting values, the calculated values of the peak wind load should
be clarified based on the results of the dynamic calculation of the indicated system of structural
elements. Therefore, it becomes necessary to take into account the dynamic coefficient ξ.
From table 1 it follows that for each of the design schemes the first frequency is less than the limit
value. For fixing elements and their joints, it is necessary to take into account peak positive w + and
negative w- effects of wind load:
1) for
all
structures
(and
their
bearing
elements)
for
which
f1 < flim < f2 by formula 3.
w (  )  w0 k ( z e )[1   i   ( ze )]  c p ,  (  )   (  ) ,

(3)

where c p ,  (  ) are the peak values of the aerodynamic coefficients of positive pressure (+) or (-);  ( ) are
correlation coefficients of the wind load corresponding to positive pressure (+) and negative (-); the
values of these coefficients are given in table. 11.8 SP 16.13330 (Russian codes) depending on the
area of the enclosing structure A, with which the wind load is collected;   (  )  1.0 ; f1, f2 are first and
second natural frequencies, correspondingly; ζ(ze) is coefficient of wind pressure pulsation; ξ is
dynamic factor; ν is the spatial correlation coefficient of wind pressure pulsations.
Aerodynamic coefficients c p ,  and c p ,  for HFS and translucent structures are determined based
on the results of model tests of structures in air tunnels.
In the frame of this paper, the coefficients were adopted as for stand-alone rectangular
buildings in the plan according to Appendix B of SP 20.3330.2016.
2) for structures in which the 2 nd, 3rd, etc. natural frequencies are less than the limiting
frequencies, it is necessary to perform a dynamic calculation taking into account the s first
vibration modes.
The number should be determined from the condition: fs < flim < fs+1.
In this case:
wp  (w2p,1  w2p, 2  ...  w2p,s )1/ 2 (4)

The dynamic coefficient ξ is determined according to figure 11.1 SP 16.13330.2016 (Russian
codes) depending on the logarithmic decrement δ and the dimensionless period Tg,1, which is
determined by formula 5:
( w0 k ( z e ) f )1 / 2
(5)
Tg ,1 
940 f1

The design scheme of a building with 25 storeys corresponds to the first case, and with 50
storeys to the second one, when 2 natural frequencies are taken into account.
The values of the dynamic coefficients obtained by calculation (which must be taken into
account when calculating the HFS stress-strain state) are represented below.
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Table 3 – Dynamic factors

25 storeys

50 storeys

fi, Hz

ξi

3.216

1.3

1.113

1.7

-

-

2.513

1.4

fi, Hz

ξi

It is appropriate to compare the obtained frequencies with the first natural frequency, which can
be obtained by considering the design scheme of the substructure as a multi-span beam with stationary
supports (figure 4), equal to fHFS = 8.07 Hz.
This value exceeds the limit values by 2 or more times (table 2). Consequently, in [24], the eigen
dynamic characteristics were not taken into account, that is the dynamic factor was taken equal to 1.0.
Thus, when calculating the wind load according to the codes, it is incorrect to consider the system
of guide beams separately as a multi-span beam on stationary supports.

4 Conclusions
1. It is shown that when determining the bearing capacity of the HFS of high-rise buildings, it is
incorrect to consider the facade system as a separate structure from the building due to the presence in
the natural frequencies values spectrum not exceeding the limiting frequencies.
2. A methodology for modal analysis is proposed, which allows to determine
specified values of the natural frequencies of vibrations of the substructure and dynamic coefficient,
correspondingly
3. The range of values of dynamic factor from 1.3 to 2.2 is obtained for 25-50 storey buildings,
correspondingly.
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